The exact holographic mapping (EHM) provides an explicit duality map between a conformal field theory (CFT) configuration and a massive field propagating on an emergent classical geometry. However, designing the optimal holographic mapping is challenging. Here we introduce the neural network renormalization group as a universal approach to design generic EHM for interacting field theories. Given a field theory action that flows to CFT, we train a flow-based hierarchical deep generative neural network to reproduce the boundary field ensemble from uncorrelated bulk field fluctuations. In this way, the neural network develops the optimal renormalization group transformations. Using the machine-designed EHM to map the CFT back to a bulk effective action, we determine the bulk geodesic distance from the residual mutual information. We apply this approach to the complex φ 4 theory in two-dimensional Euclidian spacetime in its critical phase, and show that the emergent bulk geometry matches the three-dimensional hyperbolic geometry.
Under the EHM, the boundary features of different scales are mapped to different depths in the bulk, and vice versa. The field variable deep in the bulk represents the overall or infrared (IR) feature, while the variable close to the boundary controls the detailed or ultraviolet (UV) feature. Such a hierarchical arrangement of information is often observed in deep neural networks, particularly in convolutional neural networks (CNN) [29] . The similarity between renormalization group and deep learning has been discussed in several works [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Deep learning techniques have also been applied to construct the optimal RG transformations [35, 36] and to uncover the holographic geometry [37] [38] [39] [40] . In this work, we further explore the possibility of designing the EHM for interacting quantum field theories using deep learning. The approach will enable us to establish the holographic duality on the field theory level and to probe the emergent dual geometry by measuring the field mutual information in the holographic bulk.
Neural-RG Method-We focus on the quantum field theories of scalar fields φ(x) in flat Euclidean spacetime. The coordinate x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · ) can be more than one dimension in general. The action functional S[φ(x)] of the field theory determines the probability density of a field configuration φ(x) following the Boltzmann distribution
We train a deep neural network to learn the optimal RG scheme for the field theory. The key is to realize that renormalization and generation are inverses of each other. They constitute the forward and backward maps of an EHM. Each step of an information-preserving RG transforms the fine-grained field into the coarse-grained field together with the holographic bulk field that contains the detail information needed to invert the mapping. The steps can be organized in a hierarchical network as shown in Fig. 1(a) . If we run the mapping in the reversed direction, the network will organize the bulk field ζ(x, z) to generate the original field φ(x) on the holographic bound- 3 ) ℒ/site (-400) 1 
FIG. 1. (a)
Side view of the neural-RG network. x is the spatial dimension(s) and z corresponds to the RG scale. There are two types of blocks: disentanglers (dark green) and decimators (light yellow). The network forms an EHM between the boundary variables (blue dots) and the bulk variables (red crosses). (b) Top view of one RG layer in the network. Disentanglers and decimators interweave in the spacetime (taking two-dimensional spacetime for example). Each decimator pushes the coarse-grained variable (black dot) to the higher layer and leaves the decimated variables (red crosses) in the holographic bulk. (c) The training contains two stages. In the first stage, we fix the prior distribution P [ζ] to be uncorrelated Gaussian and train the EHM G to bring it to the Boltzmann distribution of the CFT. In the second stage, we learn the prior distribution with the trained EHM held fixed. (d) The behavior of the loss function L in the two training stages.
ary (i.e. the visible layer),
so the reverse RG flow simply corresponds to a deep generative model G. Developing a good RG scheme of a field theory is equivalent to training a good hierarchical generative model that generates the boundary field φ(x) following the designated Boltzmann distribution Q[φ] ∝ e −S[φ] as much as possible. Another important objective of RG is to progressively distill the relevant features in the field configuration and decimate irrelevant features. Since the bulk field ζ(x, z) hosts the decimated features, it encodes the information that we choose to forget about under the RG flow, which should appear to us as independent random noise. Therefore we propose that the information theoretical goal of the RG (or the EHM more precisely) is to minimize the mutual information among the bulk field fluctuations, such that the EHM effectively decouples the field theory at each scale progressively. The "minimal bulk mutual information" principle we proposed here is in spirit consistent with the "maximal real-space mutual information" principle proposed recently in Ref. 36 and 41 , which aims at maximizing the mutual information between the coarse-grained field and the fine-grained field in the surrounding environment, such that minimal amount of information is pushed to the bulk field (see Supplementary Material A for the relation between these two principles). In the simplest setup, we can hard code the minimal bulk mutual information by assigning the bulk field to follow the uncorrelated Gaussian distribution,
Then the generative model serves as a bijection φ = G[ζ] that deforms the trivial Gaussian prior distribution P [ζ] in the bulk to a non-trivial posterior distribution P ∂ [φ] on the boundary,
Then the problem of constructing the optimal EHM boils down to training the optimal generative model G to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the model distribution P ∂ [φ] and the target distribution Q[φ], given the bulk field as a trivial random source,
By minimizing the loss function L, the generative model learns how to efficiently organize random variables in the holographic bulk to generate the field configurations on the holographic boundary that match the given quantum field theory. This is an unsupervised learning problem: no labels are provided to the field configurations. The only input we need is a black box function that can evaluate the action S[φ(x)] for any given field configuration φ(x). At this stage, the goal is first to train the EHM to disentangle the boundary field theory, so the prior distribution P [ζ] should be fixed uncorrelated to guide the training. We call it the training stage I in Fig. 1 
(c).
We design the generative model G as a bijective deep neural network following the architecture of the neural-RG proposed by Ref. 35 . Its structure resembles the MERA network [16] as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Each RG step contains a layer of disentangler blocks (like CNN convolutional layer) to resolve local correlations, and a layer of decimator blocks (like CNN pooling layer) to separate the renormalized and decimated variables. For the case that the spacetime dimension is two on the boundary, we can overlay decimators on top of disentanglers as in Fig. 1(b) . Both the disentangler and the decimator are made of three bijective layers: a linear scaling layer, 
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n / / Q / X 9 V A t < / l a t e x i t > Neural network architecture within a decimator block (the disentangler block shares the same architecture). Starting from the renormalized variable φ and the bulk noise ζ1,2,3 as complex variables, the Re and Im channels are first separated, then S applies the scaling separately to the four variables within each channel and O implements the O(4) transformation that mixes the four variables together. S and O are identical for Re and Im channels to preserve the U(1) symmetry. Then the channels merge into complex variables followed by element wise non-linear activation describe by an invertible U(1)-symmetric map φi → (φi/|φi|) sinh |φi|.
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an orthogonal transformation layer and an invertible nonlinear activation layer, as arranged in Fig. 2 . The bijector parameters are subject to training. The Jacobian matrix of these transformations can be easily calculated. After each decimator, only one renormalized variable flows to the next RG layer. The other decimated variables are positioned into the bulk as little crosses. The entire network constitutes an EHM between the original boundary field φ(x) and the dual field ζ(x, z) in the holographic bulk.
After learning the optimal EHM, we can use it to push the boundary field back into the bulk and investigate the effective bulk theory induced by the boundary CFT. In general, the bulk field will not remain uncorrelated anymore, because the machine-learned EHM cannot fully resolve all correlations in the original CFT. This is partially limited by the capacity and trainability of the neural network, but more fundamentally due to the lack of a classical gravitational dual description for generic CFT. The residual correlation (mutual information) contained in the bulk field fluctuation can be used to probe the holographic bulk geometry. Because the bulk field excitations are typically massive and can not propagate far, we expect the mutual information between the bulk field variables at two different points to decay exponentially with their geodesic distance in the bulk. Following this idea, suppose ζ i = ζ(x i , z i ) and ζ j = ζ(x j , z j ) are two bulk field variables, then their distance d(ζ i : ζ j ) can be inferred from their mutual information I(ζ i : ζ j ) as
where the correlation length ξ and the information unit I 0 are global fitting parameters. The mutual information is defined with respect to the joint distribution of the bulk field Fig. 1(c) , where the loss function L is still the KL divergence in Eq. (5), but the key difference that we freeze the network parameters in the generative model G and train the prior distribution P [ζ]. We will elaborate our strategy to parameterize P [ζ] based on a concrete example in the following.
Before we dive into details, let us comment on the general behavior of the stage II training. As demonstrated in Fig. 1(d) , the loss function will typically drop further in this stage as P [ζ] gets improved to capture the residual bulk field correlation. So the goal of the stage II training is to distill an effective theory for the bulk field ζ, which can be used to evaluate mutual information I(ζ i , ζ j ) and to measure bulk geodesic distance d(ζ i , ζ j ) following the proposal of Eq. (6). Combining both stages, we can investigate the emergent holographic bulk geometry in correspondence to the boundary CFT. One may wonder why not training the generative model G and bulk field distribution P [ζ] jointly. This is because there is a trade-off between these two objectives. For example, one can weaken the disentanglers in G and push more correlation to the bulk field distribution P [ζ]. Such trade-off will undermine our objective of minimizing bulk mutual information in training a good EHM, therefore the two training stages should be separated, or should be at least assigned very different learning rates separately. In the following, we will apply the two-stage neural-RG approach to study the holographic dual of a Luttinger liquid CFT.
EHM for Complex φ 4 Model-We first apply the neural-RG method to construct the optimal EHM for a two-dimensional complex φ 4 theory in the conformal phase. Consider the lattice field theory described by the Euclidean action
where φ i ∈ C is a complex scalar field defined on each site i of a square lattice and ij denotes the summation over all nearest neighbor sites. We choose µ = −200 + 2t and λ = 25 to create a deep Mexican hat potential that pins the complex field to a circle φ i = √ ρe iθi of radius √ ρ = 2. In this way, the field theory falls back to the XY-model S XY = − 1 T ij cos(θ i − θ j ) with an effective temperature T = (ρt) −1 . By tuning the temperature T , the model exhibits two phases: the low-T algebraic liquid phase with a power-law correlation φ * i φ j ∼ |x i − x j | −α and the high-T disordered phase with a short-range correlation. The two phases are separated by the KosterlitzThouless (KT) transition. Several recent works [42] [43] [44] have focused on applying machine learning method to identify phases and detect the KT transition in the XY model. Our purpose is different here: we stay in the algebraic liquid phase, described by a Luttinger liquid CFT, and seek to develop the optimal holographic mapping for the CFT.
We start with a 32×32 square lattice as the holographic boundary and build up the neural-RG network. The disentangler and decimator blocks are interweaving 2 × 2 squares, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , such that the network has five layers in total. Since the boundary field theory has an internal U(1) symmetry (under which φ i → e iα φ i ), the bijectors in the neural network are designed to respect the U(1) symmetry (see Fig. 2 ), such that the bulk filed also preserves the U(1) symmetry. The network can be trained by sampling from the bulk ζ ∼ P [ζ], generating the boundary field φ = G[ζ] to evaluate the loss function L in Eq. (5), back-propagating its gradient with respect to the network parameters, and updating the parameters by gradient descent.
We train several neural networks at different temperatures T . After training, the neural network could generate configurations of the boundary field φ from the bulk uncorrelated Gaussian field ζ efficiently. To test how well these generative models work, we measured the order parameter φ and the correlation function C(|x i − x j |) = φ * i φ j on the field configurations generated by the neural networks. Although the order parameter φ is expected to vanish in the thermodynamic limit, for our finite-size system, it is not vanishing and can exhibit a crossover around the KT transition, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The cross over temperature T 0.9 agrees with the previous Monte Carlo study [45] [46] [47] of the KT transition temperature T KT = 0.8929 in the twodimensional XY model. In the algebraic liquid phase, the correlation function fits well to the power-law decay, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The statistics of φ i in one generated sample shows the "spontaneous symmetry breaking" behavior in Fig. 3(c) due to the finite-size effect, although accumulating over multiple samples will restore the U(1) symmetry. In the disordered phase, the correlation decays exponentially as shown in Fig. 3(d) , and the U(1) symmetry is present in every single sample in Fig. 3(e) .
From these tests, we can conclude that the neural network has learned to generate field configurations φ(x) that can reproduce the main physics of the complex φ 4 theory. If we run the generative model reversely as
, it will map the strongly correlated φ field (described by a CFT) to an almost uncorrelated ζ field in the holographic bulk, therefore the trained generative model G provides a good EHM for the φ 4 theory. Probing the Holographic Geometry-To probe the holographic bulk geometry, we initiate the training stage II to learn the bulk field distribution P [ζ]. It is natural to consider an energy-based model P [ζ] ∝ e −S eff [ζ] in terms of an effective action S eff [ζ] of the bulk field. In the continuum limit, the action is expected to take the general form of a scalar field on a curved spacetime background M equipped with the metric tensor g µν ,
Our starting point of assuming the bulk field to follow the uncorrelated Gaussian distribution corresponds to the limit of m → ∞ in Eq. (8) . We expect that the actual bulk effective theory would not deviate from that limit too far, i.e. the bulk field is still very massive. In that case, the higher order interaction terms are irrelevant, and the bulk field could be controlled by a Gaussian model. Based on this assumption, we use a correlated Gaussian distribution with the kernel matrix K to model the bulk field fluctuation on top of the network
where ζ i denotes the bulk field on the node i in the neural network. The kernel matrix K is carefully designed to ensure positivity and bulk locality (see Supplemental Material B for more details). We use the reparametrization trick [48] to sample the correlated Gaussian, such that the gradient signal can backpropagate to the kernel K. As we relax the Gaussian kernel K for training, we can see that the loss function will continue to drop in the stage II, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . This indicates that the Gaussian model is learning to capture the residual bulk field correlation (at least partially), such that the overall performance of generation gets improved. This stage of training can be considered as fixing a background geometry and try to learn the effective theory for the matter field fluctuation in the holographic bulk. After training, we obtain the optimal kernel matrix K. The mutual information I(ζ i : ζ j ) can be evaluated with respect to the correlated Gaussian distribution P [ζ],
where the bulk correlation ζ * i ζ j = (K −1 ) ij is simply given by the inverse of the kernel matrix K. Then we can measure the holographic distance d(ζ i : ζ j ) between any pair of bulk variables ζ i and ζ j following Eq. (6). To probe the bulk geometry, we further define the distance between two decimators A and B to be the average distance between all pairs of bulk variables separately associated to them,
Each decimator is labeled by three coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , z), where x = (x 1 , x 2 ) denotes its center position projected to the holographic boundary and z = 2 l is related to its layer depth l (ascending from UV to IR). We found that the measured distance function follows the scaling behavior
as demonstrated in Fig. 4 . These scaling behaviors agree with the geometry of a three-dimensional hyperbolic space H 3 , which corresponds to the AdS 3 spacetime under the Wick rotation of the time dimension (see Supplementary Material C for details about hyperbolic space). We can arrange all the decimators lexicographically and assign each decimator with a unique index A. The distance D(A : B) for all decimators A and B can be arranged into a matrix. As shown in Fig. 5 , the measured distance matrix matches well with the ideal distance matrix calculated in a hyperbolic space. This indicates that the emergent bulk geometry is indeed hyperbolic at the classical level. Our result demonstrates that the holographic dual of the Luttinger liquid CFT can be approximated by (generally interacting) massive scalar fields on AdS 3 background geometry. It is also possible to go beyond the Gaussian model to investigate the interaction among the bulk scalar field, which is expected to contain information about the gravitational fluctuations in the bulk. We will leave that to future study.
Summary-Every information-preserving RG is dual to a hierarchical generative model. They form the forward and backward pass of the EHM, which is a bijective map between a strongly entangled CFT in flat spacetime (boundary) and a weakly entangled bulk field theory in one higher dimension (bulk). The optimal EHM can emerge in the neural network by training a generative model to reproduce the boundary CFT configurations from bulk independent random variables. Previ-ously, the EHM was only designed for free fermion CFT. Using machine learning approaches, we are able to develop more general EHMs that also apply to interacting field theories. This allows us to explore the holographic dual of generic CFTs by learning the effective bulk theory pulled back by the EHM. At the quadratic order, the effective bulk theory provide us information about the holographic background geometry. We demonstrated the emergent hyperbolic geometry from a Luttinger liquid CFT in the complex φ 4 model. The trained EHM establishes a duality between a CFT on the holographic boundary and a massive field theory in the holographic bulk, enabling us to study the CFT using our understandings about massive systems. For example, local updates of the bulk field can be transformed into global updates of the boundary field, which may facilitate the Monte Carlo simulation of quantum critical systems. It would be interesting to further generalize our approach to the continuum limit using neural ordinary differential equation approaches [49] [50] [51] . Continuous formulation of real-space RG has been discussed in the context of gradient flows [52] [53] [54] and trivializing maps [55] , where the flow equations are human-designed. Our research may pave way for machine-designed RG scheme and flow equations which could empower more efficient simulation of quantum field theories.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL A. Minimal Bulk Mutual Information Principle
The maximal real-space mutual information (maxRMI) principle proposed in Ref. 36 and 41 aims to maximize the mutual information between the coarse-grained field and the fine-grained field in the surrounding environment at a single RG step. In this section, we show that the maxRMI principle can be derived from our minimal bulk mutual information (minBMI) principle under certain assumptions. Let us set up the problem based on Fig.6 . Assuming φ A and φ B are field configurations in two neighboring regions A and B in the UV layer. Under one step of the RG transformation, φ A gets mapped to the coarse grained variable φ A and the bulk variable ζ A , and the mapping is bijective. Similarly, another bijection takes φ B to φ B and ζ B . Eventually, φ A and φ B will be mapped to the bulk field ζ C in deeper IR layers. Therefore the random variables appeared in Fig. 6 are related by the following bijections f A , f B , f C as
What are the information theoretical principles to guide the bijections f A , f B , f C toward good RG transformations? We propose the minBMI principle that these bijections should minimize the mutual information among the bulk variables, min I(ζ A : ζ B ) + I(ζ A : ζ C ) + I(ζ B : ζ C ).
Ref. 36 and 41 propose another principle, the maxRMI principle, that the RG transformation should maximize the mutual information between the coarse grained variable (such as φ A ) and its environments (such as φ B ), max I(φ A : φ B ).
We can show that the objective of the maxRMI in Eq. (15) is consistent with the objective of the minBMI in Eq. (14) in the limit of UV-IR decoupling. The minBMI principle aims to minimize mutual information among all bulk variables, both between different RG scales and within the same RG scale. Its objective has a broader scope than the maxRMI principle, because the later does not specify its objectives across the RG scales. So to make a connection between these two principles, one must first restrict the scope of the minBMI principle to a single layer. This can be achieved by assuming that there is no mutual information between bulk variables at different RG scales. In our setup, this corresponds to I(ζ A , ζ B : ζ C ) = 0, which factorizes the joint probability p(ζ A , ζ B , ζ C ) = p(ζ A , ζ B )p(ζ C ) and decouples the bulk variables between UV and IR. As a result, the mutual information between any bulk variables across different RG scales vanishes I(ζ A : ζ C ) = I(ζ B : ζ C ) = 0. This already minimizes the bulk mutual information across layers and reduces the minBMI objective in Eq. (14) to min I(ζ A : ζ B ).
In this UV-IR decoupled limit, we can prove that max I(φ A : φ B ) and min I(ζ A : ζ B ) are equivalent.
The proof starts by considering the mutual information between φ A and φ B . We can see that We can apply this argument layer by layer. Then to achieve the objective of the maxRMI principle, we need to minimize mutual information among bulk variables in the same RG scale, which is precisely the statement of the minBMI principle when restricted to each layer. In this sense, the maxRMI and minBMI principles are consistent. However, the minBMI principle actually relaxes the assumption that bulk variables at different RG scales are fully decoupled. Instead, we want to minimize mutual information among all bulk variables, including those across the scales. In this sense, the minBMI principle is more general than the maxRMI principle.
B. Bulk field theory design
In finding the effective bulk field theory, we assume the bulk field is very massive. Under this assumption, higher-order interaction terms are irrelevant. Therefore, we use a correlated Gaussian distribution with positive definite kernel matrix K as our effective bulk field theory. We also assumed locality of our effective bulk field theory, which means K ij is non-zero if and only if ζ i and ζ j are nearest neighbors in the bulk, including neighbors inter-scale and intra-scale. To further reduce the fitting parameters of matrix K, we also imposed translation invariance of the bulk field at each scale. This is reasonable, because our RG scheme also has the translation invariance at each scale.
To ensure matrix K is positive definite, we decomposed matrix K into a set of positive semi-definite matrix and a mass term. Particularly, K = ij λ ij (|i i| + |j j| − |i j| − |j i|) + mI,
where I is the identity matrix, and λ ij and m are positive numbers. This ensures matrix K we constructed is positive definite. III. Non-linear layer(A) For non-linear part, we use the amplitude hyperbolic functions for complex field φ i . In coarse-graining direction, it acts in the following, Re(ζ) = sinh |φ| Re φ |φ| ;
Im(ζ) = sinh |φ| Im φ |φ| .
The corresponding inverse and Jacobian can be calculated easily.
